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The research title: “The Influence of Stressor to Stress and Job Performance Language Center (LC) Lecture in Muhammadiyah University of Malang”. The intention of this research is to know Stressor, Stress and Job Performance, the Stressor influence to Stress and influence Stress to Job Performance Language Center Lecture Muhammadiyah University of Malang, the research hypothesis is to know: (1) Expecting stressor have significant influence to job stress Language Center (LC) Lecture in Muhammadiyah University of Malang, (2) Expecting job stress have significant influence to job performance Language Center (LC) Lecture in Muhammadiyah University of Malang.

To analyze the problems used by bivariate regression with the computer program SPSS while to know the level of the influence of independent predictor variables to dependent variables to be used coefficient determiancy. To test the hypothesis used by test F, that is to test the level of the influence simultaneously.

Based of the result of the research conclude that stressor variable has significant influence to the job performance variable show by F calculate value = 18,478 > F table value = 4,171, and stress variable has not significant influence to the job performance variable show by F calculate value = 0,098 < F table value = 4,171.

From the conclusion of the research hope Language Center can give jobs challenge in conditional term, so job performance Language Center Lecture use to be optimal.